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THRIVE II: This Is What It Takes
September 26, 2020

The Sequel to One of the Most Widely Viewed Documentaries of All Time
THRIVE II: This Is What It Takes creators, Foster Gamble and Kimberly Carter Gamble are
premiering their much-anticipated film globally at 12:01 AM Pacific Time on September 26,
2020 exclusively at ThriveOn.com. The sequel answers “what on Earth it will take to thrive,”
with innovative and practical solutions in alignment with principles, not politics. The featurelength film will premiere in 15 languages.
“THRIVE II: This Is What It Takes demonstrates how suppressed many scientists, healers and
technologies became as they challenged the status quo,” said Foster Gamble. “We could
not have released this documentary to a world more disenchanted with the status quo and
hungry for hope, grounded in solutions.”
With watch parties planned by fans around the globe, the 151-minute film will launch in the
morning for European fans, in the afternoon for fans in Asia and early evening for fans in
Australia.
THRIVE II: This Is What It Takes brings viewers behind the scenes with the people and
innovations that have the power to transform life for everyone. It follows a journey across the
globe, investigating the most promising solutions in energy, health, consciousness, and noncoercive self-organizing while unpacking the underlying science, principles, and strategies
that make them possible. Inspiring trans-political, grassroots, and decentralized solutions,
THRIVE II offers practical tools for reclaiming authority over our lives.

“We invite everyone to view the film for an insightful and powerful response to the huge
challenges we are facing,” said Kimberly Carter Gamble. “The THRIVE II trailer and movie are
initially being released in 15 languages and will soon grow to at least 27, as is the case with
our first movie, THRIVE: What On Earth Will It Take? which now has over 90 million views.”
In this new era where the old systems rarely work, THRIVE II: This Is What It Takes offers
empowering scientific and ethical principles for creating a world where everyone has the
opportunity to thrive. It features prominent scientists, healers, shamans and philosophers
such as Nassim Haramein, Gregg Braden, Dr. Kelly Brogan, Dr. Bruce Lipton, Dr. Robert O.
Young, Dr. Galina Migalko, Dr. Beth McDougall, Maxwell Chikumbutso, Stefan Molyneux,
Larken Rose, Dr. Mary Ruwart, Taito Juanito Mitra Politi and others.
In celebration of the premiere, Foster Gamble and Kimberly Carter Gamble will host a free
live stream After Party on Saturday, September 26, 2020 at 1:00 PM Pacific Time. This will be
hosted on ThriveOn.com, YouTube and Facebook. The virtual After Party will feature special
guests from the film, live music, and exclusive updates on future offerings.
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